Interferometric optical fibre sensors have proved to be many orders of magnitude more sensitive than their electrical counterparts, but they suffer from limitations in signal demodulation caused by phase ambiguity and complex fringe counting when the output phase difference exceeds one fringe period and for multiple fringes. This paper presents a novel signal decoding technique based on the wavelet transform of optical data extracted from a non-contact vibration sensor using an extrinsic Fabry-Perot interferometer (EFPI) implemented using single-mode fibre. The EFPI cavity has been used to generate an optical interference signal between two parallel, highly reflective surfaces separated by a variable distance. Firstly, a few recorded experimental results of the interference fringe formation due to vibration are presented in this paper. Then the wavelet transform is used for decoding the vibration signature for three major purposes of the data analyses, namely elimination of noise from the optical signals collected in real time, identification of the frequency breakdown points of the signal efficiently and automatic counting of the interference fringes. In turn, the wavelet transform is successfully employed to decode the vibration signature from the non-stationary output signal of an EFPI sensor.
Introduction
The availability of low-loss silica fibres has led to a revolution not only in the field of optical fibre communication but also in the field of fibre-optic sensors, which can suitably be used as a precision measurement tool. Among the interferometric fibre sensors, the classical Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI) is, perhaps, the most convenient configuration as it is simply based on the optical cavity formed between two parallel mirrors. Various schemes for FPI-based sensing have been reported [1] [2] [3] [4] including low-cost micro-displacement and vibration measurement using an extrinsic reflective sensinghead addressed by a pair of multimode fibres [5, 6] and with a single-mode fibre transmission [7, 8] .
Sometimes from the captured vibration signature it is difficult to distinguish fringes on the basis of their amplitude from an extrinsic Fabry-Perot interferometric (EFPI) sensor signal spanning multiple fringes. Even these traces are relatively simple and repetitive because of the single-frequency displacement signal, making it easy to determine the turning points, at least by visual examination. In a real-world signal containing many frequency components it would be much more difficult to interpret the turning points. With multiple fringes and complex frequency measurements the frequency of the output signal changes rapidly when the vibration changes. Frequency breakdown will occur at the turning point. In this case an advanced signal-processing scheme is necessary to decode the vibration signature. For multiple fringes with different frequency components and different time intervals it is often difficult to trace the direction of the vibration. In such cases, wavelet analysis (which is a combined time and frequency domain signal-processing tool) can be used, by which the discrete frequency components and turning points may be traced out.
The fabrication and results of the vibration sensor using an EFPI cavity have been well introduced in previous papers [5] [6] [7] [8] . Different schemes of FPI in fibre-optic vibration sensing have also been critically reviewed [9] . In this contribution, firstly, a few sets of experimental results (realtime data extracted from an existing EFPI sensor [7, 8] ) are presented to start the analysis. Secondly, this paper presents the results obtained using an appropriate wavelet technique for time-frequency representation of the output signal and time localization of its spectral components. The wavelet transform is used as a unique tool for three useful purposes in the data-processing scheme: (i) elimination of noise from the optical signals collected in real time, (ii) identification of the frequency breakdown points of the signal efficiently, and (iii) automatic counting of the interference fringes. Therefore, the wavelet transform in turn decodes the vibration signature from the non-stationary output signal of an EFPI sensor.
EFPI sensor configuration
A vibration sensor configuration using an EFPI cavity has been constructed from two parallel, highly reflective surfaces separated by a variable distance as shown in figure 1 [8, 9] . It is a non-contact vibration-monitoring technique based on transient measurements from a Fabry-Perot interferometric displacement sensor using single-mode fibre. Both the design concept and experimental results demonstrated a unique method of fringe discrimination over multiple orders, giving a working range of vibration up to 13.26 µm [7, 8] . In operation, light reflected from the GRIN lens mixes coherently with phase-modulated light from the movable reflector to produce interference fringes.
In a typical reflective FPI sensor, the static input mirror of the cavity provides the reference signal, while the other mirror provides the phase-modulated signal by being attached to the vibrating surface being monitored. As one fringe is equivalent to a change in optical path difference of one wavelength, the equivalent displacement recorded by a reflective FPI sensor in air (n = 1) is a half-wavelength. The displacement D of the vibrating surface is thus given by [4] 
where N is the number of fringes and λ 0 is the propagating wavelength. Figure 1 . Top: geometry of a reflective FPI sensor butted with one fibre. Bottom: schematic of the associated system including ray optics [8, 9] .
The path difference l between signals returned from the first and second reflectors is equal to 2d (figure 1). As the configuration is based on a two-wave interferometer, its output intensity I can be expressed as [2, 4] 
where I 0 is the mean fringe intensity, V is the fringe visibility, and ϕ is the phase delay between the sensing and reference signals. If the EFPI has a path length l, ϕ can be expressed as
where n is the refractive index within the EFPI. When the optical path difference (OPD) changes by moving mirror 2, in the parallel direction, the intensity of the light cycles at wavelength λ 0 and produces a sine wave oscillation. The visibility of the interference fringe is the difference in intensities of the wave crests and troughs in the interference pattern divided by their sum. In a perfectly coherent light beam, the visibility is unity even if the OPD is long.
Wavelet transform
A wavelet is a small wave, which has its energy concentrated in time, and the wavelet transform (WT) is a tool meant for analysis of transients and non-stationary signals simultaneously in the time and frequency domains. WT employs scaling in the time domain to scale a single function in frequency [10] . This function is known as a mother wavelet, and is used to extract information in the time and frequency domains from the non-stationery signal under analysis. This approach results in a more natural description of the signal, since the size of the window in the time domain is a function of the scaling [11] . By definition WT is also the correlation between the signal and a set of basic wavelets [12] . An appropriate square integrable mother wavelet ψ(t) is chosen to analyse a specific non-stationary signal of finite energy. Wavelet analysis consists of breaking up a signal into shifted and scaled versions of the mother wavelet. The continuous wavelet transform (CWT) of a signal is defined as [13] 
where τ is the shift operator (translation), s is the scaling function, the function ψ(t) is the mother wavelet and * stands for the complex conjugate. Scaling of the mother wavelet also results in a more appropriate decomposition of the various spectral components of non-stationary signals. The normalization constant
is chosen such that every daughter wavelet has identical energy.
WT can be seen as a bank of filters that are formed by dilation and compression of the single function ψ(t). The filter constructed by the dilated version of the mother wavelet processes the low frequency component of the signal x(t) while the filter related to the compressed version of ψ(t) extracts the high frequency information. The output of the filter bank is thus related not only to the input signal but also to the type of filters (t−τ ) s that are utilized. The selection of different mother wavelet causes different characteristics of the input signal x(t) to be obtained as output. The flexibility of choosing the proper mother wavelet is one of the strongest advantages of using WT because the choice of the mother wavelet for a particular problem can improve the signal processing capability of the technique. Tailoring the wavelet to the actual problem is possible and should be done.
The definition and realization of the WT, its advantages over the Fourier transform (FT), wavelet-based denoising procedures and a range of approaches to thresholding have been reviewed in the literature [14] [15] [16] . Common types of mother wavelet used are Daubechies (db), coiflets, symlets, bio-orthogonal, reverse bio-orthogonal etc. These are again divided into sub-types. However, this scheme in principle is not limited to just these wavelet types. The threshold type can be soft or hard. Threshold selection rules applied are 'rigrsure' using the principle of Stein's Unbiased Risk [17] , 'heursure' using the heuristic version of the first option, 'sqtwolog' using the universal threshold sqrt (2 * log(.)), and 'minimaxi' using minimax thresholding. Multiplicative threshold rescaling employs 'one' or no rescaling. Rescaling using a single estimation of level noise (sln) based on first-level coefficients and rescaling using level-dependent estimation of noise is expressed as 'mln' (table 1). During the implementation of the scheme, selection of two of the above-mentioned parameters, namely selection of mother wavelet and selection of the number of levels, is found to be the most significant choice, although no unambiguous answer to the choice of mother wavelet is yet available. For the present work, the different choices of level, threshold type etc are based on an intelligent guess (guided by hints published in the literature) on the signal to noise ratio.
Results
During the experiment a piezoelectric ceramic transducer (PZT) was used to make the constant vibration of the reflective surface at a particular excitation. Two sensor-responses are illustrated in figures 2 and 3 for two different excitations. Figure 2 shows an output with eight fringes. From equation (1), the vibration amplitude is 3.12 µm. The excitation voltage of PZT was gradually increased, keeping the frequency constant at 1.86 kHz. Figure 3 shows the formation of 13 fringes corresponding to a vibration amplitude of 5.07 µm.
Noise elimination from the real-time optical signals by wavelet transform
For random vibration the noise is the key factor to be considered while counting the number of multiple optical fringes generated. Even in figures 2 and 3, some noise is present. Hence, a wavelet-based technique is investigated to denoise the optical data. Open and closed loop approaches [18, 19] are normally employed for noise reduction. The wavelet-based denoising scheme reported in this paper is designed using the Matlab wavelet toolbox. Denoising of the signal using wavelets employs different parameters such as wavelet types, threshold types, threshold selection rule, level and multiplicative threshold rescaling. The threshold selection rule applied for the present work is 'rigrsure'. The procedural steps in wavelet denoising are presented with the help of a block diagram (figure 4) and the parameters used for the optimum results of the respective signals are given in table 1.
The presence of a significant amount of noise is clearly shown in figures 2 and 3. Both the noisy signals are thus separately processed through the wavelet-based denoising tool. Hence, this denoising tool is employed to denoise the optical signal for such a vibration signature with multiple fringes. The denoised responses are shown in figures 5 and 6.
During the experimentation with the EFPI vibration sensor, the signal/noise ratios (SNR) in figures 5 and 6 were not particularly low, which is expected to provide good 
where T v is the test ordinate, S is the standard ordinate and N P is the number of data points. The mean change for each SNR is calculated and presented in table 2. Considering the SNR to be equal to 1, the denoised result is shown in figure 7 . Table 2 shows that the mean change is low for high SNR. Even for relatively low SNR (e.g. SNR equal to 1), the mean change is within this acceptable limit. 
Efficient identification of the frequency breakdown points of the signal
With multiple fringes and complex frequency measurements the frequency of the output signal changes rapidly when the vibration changes. Frequency breakdown will occur at the turning point. In this case an advanced signal-processing scheme is necessary to decode the vibration signature. For multiple fringes with different frequency components and different time intervals it is often difficult to trace the direction of the vibration. In such cases, multi-resolution analysis using the wavelet transform could be used for complex and multiplefringe sensor signals, by which the frequency components may be traced out. One such example of measured data is presented in figure 8 . The traces shown in figures 2, 3 and 8 are relatively simple and repetitive because of the single-frequency displacement signal, making it easy to determine the turning points, at least by visual examination. A real-world signal containing many frequency components would be much more difficult to interpret. Hence, the use of the wavelet transform has been investigated for improving the sensor performance. Hence, the CWT of the signal has been created using a 'morlet' mother wavelet. The dominant frequencies and point of reflection are identified from the wavelet coefficients for such a vibration signature with multiple fringes. The algorithm used is shown in figure 9 and the wavelet coefficients for determining the point of reflection (34 fringes) are shown in figure 10 .
The wavelet coefficients are obtained at different scales and translations as the output of the WT. The frequency values are derived from the relation
where F a is the pseudo frequency corresponding to scale a in Hz, F c is the central frequency of a wavelet in Hz and T is the sampling period of the signal. It has been observed that the frequency of the signal is a minimum at the point of reflection. Figures 11 and 12 are the two computed results, and explain the determination of point of reflection for 22 fringes and 34 fringes respectively. From the plot of dominant frequency versus time, it may be seen that it is repetitive in nature with consecutive maxima and minima. The point of lowest dominant frequency corresponds to the point of reflection of the optical signal, which is also corroborated from the plot of optical signal against time. The values of lowest dominant frequency and the corresponding times of occurrence are given in table 3. The times of occurrence of the point of reflection have been found to match in both figures 11 and 12.
Counting the number of optical fringes
Sometimes it is very difficult to extract the original displacement versus time characteristic from an interferometric sensor signal spanning multiple fringes. The measured data presented in this paper as exemplified by figure 10 clearly show how difficult it would be to distinguish fringes on the basis of their amplitude. From figures 11 and 12, it is clear that by wavelet transform of the signal, the point of reflection can be identified by the dominant lowest frequencies. From the point of reflection, the number of fringes of the signal is recorded by a counter through a simple Matlab simulink-based code ( figure 13 ). In the Matlab environment, the signal is fed for which the number of fringes is to be counted. The time instants between which the fringes of the signal are to be counted are two successive points of reflection. From figure 11 , it may be seen that the proposed wavelet-based scheme counts the number of fringes (22) accurately. Other signals with a larger number of fringes, for which visual verification is difficult, could be analysed using this scheme. For example, the optical signal with 34 fringes shown in figure 12 is analysed and the result is found to be correct, which proves the effectiveness of the scheme.
Conclusions
Simple analysis of Fabry-Perot interferometers assumes a cavity with two perfectly parallel mirrors. An attempt is made to analyse theoretically its performance in vibration measurement. Analyses of the vibration amplitude and visibility of the fringes are demonstrated, and they tally with the presented experimental results. Then the performance of EFPI is analysed using the wavelet transform. The analysis indicates that noise from the vibration signature collected by an optical sensor can be significantly reduced.
The frequency breakdown points of the signal are identified efficiently by using the wavelet transform. This has been obtained through determination of the lowest dominant frequencies and their time of occurrence, which were obtained from wavelet coefficients of the optical signal. A method of counting the number of optical fringes after identification of the frequency breakdown points is also demonstrated. This is helpful, especially for signals having numerous fringes and when visual examination is not possible.
Scope for future work remains. Multi-resolution analysis could be used for complex and multiple fringe sensor signals, by which the discrete frequency components could be traced out using the wavelet analysis tool.
